
creative assets. These aspects of the brand
and TV format then need to help shape
implementation of the game. This is a
model that we applied rigorously to the
Britain’s Got Talent games we have
developed with Barcrest Group and we
are very happy with the outcome. 

G3: How much of a culture change has
taken place within FremantleMedia in the
creation of this new licensing model as
you're now working very closely in the
development of the game, since you've a
vested interest in its performance?

In January 2011, the FremantleMedia
gambling division was integrated into
FremantleMedia Enterprises (FME is the
main commercial arm of
FremantleMedia). This move has enabled
us to sit our gambling activity alongside

all other parts of the FME business. As
such, we now benefit from more direct
access to the elements required to further
develop this area of our business. This is
less about cultural change and more
about structural change for us as we
would always look to create the best
possible product irrespective of the
commercial model being applied. Now
that we have closer alignment to the main
commercial arm of the business, we look
forward to leveraging brand potential
more actively in order to strengthen the
range of products we take to market.

G3: What role does the unlocking of brand
assets play in the success of a licensed
game in your opinion? 

Brand assets are a vital component for
success both in terms of the game and

also the marketing of a game.  This area
is something that we are getting very
good at and our partnership with Barcrest
Group embraced collective consideration
of how the assets are used right from the
outset.  In order to fully maximise the
potential of the brands we work with, I
am sure that this will be a recurring
theme for us and our development
partners in the future.     

G3: How are you working to include
brand assets with Barcrest Group in the
creation of the Britain's Got Talent series
of games? What are the key elements that
you're looking to include and how
important are they in conveying the
experience to the player?

The BGT games include use of images
and video clips taken from previous BGT
series’ as well as audio from the show.
These elements are integrated with the
game-play in order to create a consistent
brand experience.  We expect players to
recognise elements from the show and
believe that use of the assets in this way
creates a very compelling and
entertaining game.   

G3: Barcrest Group is utilising tried-and-
tested maths models for the licence - not
wanting to place an untried game-model
on such an important licence. How close
to re-skinning the game is this and is an
important factor in your decision to select
Barcrest Group as a partner?

Use of proven game models has been
combined with some new twists in terms
of game-play so that the games benefit
from established mechanics but also bring
something new to the market.  Our
partnership with Barcrest Group is a well-
thought out route to market both
commercially and creatively and the
development approach has been designed
in a way that promotes differentiation.      

G3: FremantleMedia Enterprises has been
involved at all levels of game development
- how much of a change to your working
processes is it to scrutinise the process at
such an ongoing granular level?

Being involved throughout the
development cycle has been crucial both
from a brand implementation perspective
and also from the point of view of us
being able to inject fresh thought into the
creative process along with Barcrest
Group. The exercise has been extremely
rewarding and we are very proud of what
we have created with Barcrest Group.

G3: Barcrest Group has a market-leading
position in the UK bingo and arcade
sector, with a very strong buy-in with
operators in the market for both the Cat C
and Cat B3 games that you're planning to

Britain’s Got Talent launches as a Category C
and B3 product in the UK thanks to a
partnership between FremantleMedia
Enterprises and Barcrest Group
FremantleMedia has chosen a different
route to market for a big UK licence,
Britain’s Got Talent; working jointly with
games developer Barcrest Group to create
a land-based slot product for this sector.
FremantleMedia Enterprises and Barcrest
Group have committed to a non-exclusive
revenue-sharing partnership, which has
seen FremantleMedia Enterprises uniquely
cooperating in every stage of the design
and implementation of the new machine,
with vested interest in the machine’s
ultimate performance. G3 spoke to
FremantleMedia Enterprises’s Simon
Murphy about the project as Britain’s Got
Talent started its new season on UK
television.

G3: FremantleMedia has begun to develop
long-term relationships with land-based
games developers - what are the strategic
goals for FremantleMedia Enterprises in
creating these relationships?

Our strategy is to become the leading
brand owner and distributor of gambling
content across online, land-based and
mobile channels.  As such we recognise
the requirement to partner with best of
breed game developers, marrying our
brands with proven development
capability, great game-play and quality
maths models in order to create the best
possible games for Operators and players.
Our partnership with Barcrest Group in
the land-based space works perfectly
within this framework given their proven
capabilities and position in this sector.

G3: These aren't traditional licensing
deals - non-exclusive and revenue-share -
could you explain how they work and why
FremantleMedia Enterprises has chosen
this particular path?

Whilst we don’t have one pre-defined
model, the majority of the partnerships
we are developing use non-exclusive
revenue sharing agreements. This creates
the widest possible audience for our
brands in the market. Additionally, we
feel that this is the best way to achieve

the best possible results with all parties
benefiting from the specialist input that
they bring to the partnership.    

G3: You're working with Barcrest Group on
a very high profile brand - Britain's Got
Talent - how did you select Barcrest Group
as a partner and what's the criteria you
use in choosing the companies you're
working with on these deals?

Barcrest Group are regarded as one of a
small number of leading players within
the market because of their track-record
for game development and their proven
commercial approach.  As such, we
implicitly trust the partnership we have
created which is crucial when dealing
with major brands like Britain’s Got
Talent.  It was never a case of us
‘selecting’ them as a partner, more about

Simon Murphy joined
the FremantleMedia

Enterprises team with
more than eight years
experience in online,

mobile and land-based
gambling. During this
time Simon held key

roles with WagerWorks,
the remote gaming

arm of IGT and prior
to that was the

Commercial Director
of Million 2-1, a
mobile gaming

specialist acquired by
IGT in June 2008.

a coming together of two complimentary
skill sets with a focus on creating
compelling content.  This like-mindedness
is something that we work towards in all
our collaborative partnerships.     

G3: FremantleMedia has only to date
produced one other land-based game, The
X Factor Road to Stardom, which you've
stated only scratched the surface of the
brand potential. What do you consider are
the essential elements in exploiting a
brand's full potential?

In order to create a great game we
understand that there are a number of
ingredients that must be present.  From a
brand owners’ perspective, we need to
provide access to as many relevant assets
as possible including visual and audio
elements as well as key talent and
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This creates the widest
possible audience for

our brands in the
market.” 

Simon Murphy,
FremantleMedia.
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to the Cat. C game is very exciting and
something that both us and Barcrest
wanted to explore from the outset.  This
is a model that is working very well in
the market on other games and the
excitement around the community feature
is exactly what we are looking to align
with the use of the brand.   

G3: The longevity of a licensing deal is
very important as brand awareness for a
TV show is greatly heightened, obviously,
during the run of the show. How
important is it to get the timing of the
launch right and what are
FremantleMedia Enterprises's and Barcrest
Group's expectations of the performance of
the game during and after the show
period?

Naturally the launch of the game needs to
tie in with the launch of the show as near
as possible and this was always the plan.
This ensures that players become aware
of the product as awareness of the TV
format starts to build. With BGT and
other formats that have now experienced
a number of successful series’ there is
much more scope to extend the impact
beyond the transmission window and we
are working on a number of concepts that
will help to maintain peak performance
after the end of the show in June.

G3: You're going to be unable to use
assets from the 2011 Britain's Got Talent
show, using instead contestants from 2010.
However, is the ultimate goal to utilise
downloadable technology to refresh games
on-site with assets from the current shows?

This is something that we are exploring,
although there are a number of factors in
play that will ultimately impact this
decision.

G3: In a show such as Britain's Got Talent
- what are the key assets you can deliver
to Barcrest Group that you consider must
be included in the game, and what's cost
prohibitive to include in such a title?

Key assets that add value to the game
include images and video clips of
contestants, audio including the
distinctive BGT soundtrack and all
available imagery and creative assets used
within the TV format. Good examples of
these are the ‘X’ symbols and buzzers –
all of these elements have been added to
the game. With most licensed content,
talent is the one area where significant
cost can be incurred, so there is always a
decision as to where the line should be
drawn. 

G3: Game shows have transferred very
successfully to gaming machine formats as
they seek to replicate the key dynamic of
the game itself. In a title such as Britain's

Got Talent - what are you looking for in
the game itself and how do you interlink
the assets of the brand to create an
experience that is recognisable to the
player?

With BGT the use of the buzzer within
the show format creates the element of
jeopardy e.g. an act may last the duration
or they may get ‘buzzed off’ after 3
seconds. This is an element that we have
successfully taken into the game play.
We have also made use of the assets,
especially video clips, in a way that
maintains a strong link to the brand at all
times whether you are playing the game
or looking on from a distance.

G3: Licenses offer developers an instant
walk-up factor - but how do you hold
player interest once the licence has drawn
the player to the machine? And do licences
offer much more than an initial affinity
that catches a player's eye?

In this instance, we believe that the brand
stands out from other games and
certainly will create the walk-up factor we
are looking for.  In terms of retaining a
player’s interest the brand also has a part
to play in the mix however if the game
isn’t a good game with engaging features
and bonus rounds then a player is more
likely to move on to alternative games –
this is the same challenge that all games
face, branded or un-branded.

G3: Will we see the expansion of this kind
of deal into Europe - maybe not
specifically for this brand, though there
are different Got Talent's for individual
countries - and further cooperation with
both Barcrest Group and other game
developers in the land-based sector?

FremantleMedia Enterprises is a global
business and we have a range of TV
formats and brands that are either pan-
European or localised to specific
territories.  As such, and in line with
regulation, we will most certainly be
looking to create a presence for our
brands outside of the UK.  

G3: What's the next step for
FremantleMedia Enterprises in the
exploitation of this kind of deal? Will you
be focusing more on land-based
development in the future or is this more
of a one-off trial?

Our strategy is a multi-channel strategy
incorporating content development and
distribution across online, land-based and
mobile channels. At the moment we are
very heavily weighted to online in terms
of volume of content and therefore we
see BGT as the first in a number of
brands that we will be bringing to the
land-based market in partnership with
quality development partners. We already
have at least two other brands that we are
looking to develop before the end of 2011
and more in the plan for 2012.

launch. How much does this influence
your decision to work with Barcrest Group
as a partner?

The relationship that Barcrest Group hold
with Operators in this sector is an
important part of the mix. However, our
partnership would not have emerged
without our confidence in Barcrest
Group’s ability to create great products
using brands we work with. On this basis,
the development of the partnership was
always about the creation of quality
games first. Ability to distribute is a
natural second.

G3: How close would you describe the
collaboration has been between
FremantleMedia Enterprises and Barcrest
Group? You previously worked for Barcrest
Group in the past - do you need a close
working understanding of a games
development company to initiate and
deliver on this kind of licensing deal?

The relationship between FremantleMedia
and Barcrest Group is very close. Having
personal experience of Barcrest Group

helps enormously in terms of
understanding the process and the way
that people work. However, there has
almost certainly been a natural fit
between the businesses for quite some
time and I’m very pleased that we have
now unlocked this potential.  This is an
exciting partnership for both businesses
and one that we intend to develop
further.   

G3: Are the games primarily targeted at
the bingo audience in the UK?

Britain’s Got Talent is a wide reaching TV
format and a brand that appeals to a
broad demographic and we expect the
games to be similar. Our initial Operator
partners include a major Bingo partner
and a major Licensed Betting Office and
we are confident that the games are broad
enough to appeal to all types of player.

G3: This is only the second land-based
title for FremantleMedia, you have had a
very short timeframe in which to create the
games, and you've got a new licensing
model to contend with at the same time -

what are your expectations of the game? 

We have been in discussion with Barcrest
Group since before Christmas and game
development started in February.  Given
the hard deadline associated with this
product development, as imposed by the
timing of the TV series, we had to make
sure that development phases and sign-off
for key elements were adhered to.  This
has worked very well and has created a
focused way of working with Barcrest
Group. We have very positive
expectations for the game.

G3: Barcrest Group is creating a
community game for the Cat. C title, as
based on a previously successful formula -
how much input into selecting the type of
game for the marketplace has
FremantleMedia Enterprises/yourself had
from the outset. Have you had to veto
much?

FremantleMedia Enterprises has been
involved at all stages of the process
including decisions on what type of
games to create.  The community element
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